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Abstmct-In this paper, a poker-gamebaaed feedb,ack s u p  
pression (PFS) algorithm is proposed for scalable satellite 
reliable multicast protocols. An analytical model is pro- 
vided for the feedback suppression performance of the PFS 
scheme. This model is validated by simulation results. Nu- 
merical examples show that  the feedbacks can be effectively 
suppressed by introducing PFS algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ATELLITE networks will have a crucial role for global s multicast services due to their large coverage area, 
abundant bandwidth particularly at higher frequency, and 
rapid network setup. As in terrestrial reliable multicasting 
cases, however, feedback implosion 141, [6], [9] is identified 
as a major problem in satellite multicast. The feedback 
implosion occurs when a large number of receivers sends 
their feedback to the satellite. The amount of potential 
feedback increases linearly with the number of receivers 
and may lead to a high traffic concentration at t.he satel- 
lite. 

In this paper, we propose a poker-game-based feedback 
suppression (PFS) algorithm to reduce the number of feed- 
back messages. The remainder of this paper is organized 
as follows: the PFS algorithm is described in Smection 11. 
Section III provides parameter choice and estimation tech- 
niques for the PFS scheme. Performance results are given 
in Section IV. Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section V. 

11. POKER-GAME-BASED FEEDBACK SUPPRESSION 

We consider a point-to-multipoint network between a 
satellite and R direct receivers where a reliahle multi- 
cast protocol performs. Suppose the satellite multicasts 
a packet to all receivers. Based on its channel (condition, 
receiver i for 1 5 Vi 5 R is able to estimate its optimum 
number of redundancy blocks (I,) to successfully decode the 
received packet [l]. Then, the sateIlite.will be interested in 
transmitting I,,, redundancy blocks to salvage the receiver 
in the worst channel condition, i.e., the receiver requiring 
I,, where ImaX = maxv,{l;}. In order for the r.atellite to 
obtain I,,, all receivers have to report their immber of 
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optimum redundancy blocks via feedback messages. How- 
ever, these feedback messages cause the feedback implosion 
problem [4], [6], [9] as R increases. 

Since each receiver would experience different channel 
condition, each receiver requires different number of re- 
dundancy blocks. Suppose m represents the maximum al- 
lowable number of redundancy blocks (Imax 5 m). Then, 
a set of possible feedbacks T is given by 7 = { 1 , 2 , .  . . , m} 
where each element represents the number of redundancy 
blocks receivers require. 

Since the satellite is interested in I,,, the feedback of 
the larger number of blocks has aprecedence (priority) over 
that of the smaller number of blocks. Based on the priority, 
our feedback suppression policy is as follows: . Suppression Policy: The lower-priority feedback 

(with the smaller number of blocks) is suppressed by 
the higher-priority feedback (with the larger number 
of blocks). 

Hence, we also refer the PFS scheme as priority-based 
feedback suppression algorithm. In the satellite multicast- 
ing, the following situations are observed: . Each receiver is not able to perceive other receivers' 

feedback priority since we assume there is no direct 
connection among receivers. . The satellite considers only one of the highest-priority 
feedbacks received. 

Similar behaviors can be observed in a poker game 181 
where cards are dealt to each player facedown by a dealer. 
Each player sees his own cards hut not his opponents' cards. 
After a betting period, there is a showdown in which play- 
ers show their cards and the highest hand wins the round. 
The nine categories of poker hands are from high c a d  to 
straight flush (from the lowest to the highest). After a 
round, the winner will be the next dealer. In the betting 
period, the players who want to pass the round show their 
hands and become inactive in that period. If two players' 
categories are the same in the showdown, a tiebreaking 
rule is applied. 

Our proposed feedback suppression algorithm performs 
with three levels of suppressions: (1) feedback suppression 
by a deoler receiuer, (2) inter-group suppression, and (3) 
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They are willing to show their cards earlier in the show- .-ykq- hweo 13 a new &la T:m?liiamp=-d down. priority An value analogy closer applies to m have to our more scheme. chance Receivers to send their with 

feedback and to be the next dealer receiver. Therefore, 
they are willing to send their feedback earlier than other 

&*with& Timq,  , lower-priority receivers. Consequently, the higher priority 
a receiver has, the shorter timer value it schedules. 

C. Intm-Group Feedback Suppression by p 

Inside a group (receivers in a group have the same pri- 
ority feedback.), we still need to suppress their feedback. 
This suppression corresponds to a tie-break in the poker 
game. The random residual (or tie-break) timer T,,j for 
receiver i in group j is chosen from its density function 

I 
Icdhckpnori~ laruUn 1- 

orquala  le is s u p p l e d  I I 

Fig. 1. The example of PFS scheme. 

Time* 

intm-group suppression. 

A~ Fecdhork SllnnmrSiDn ha n Denlpr R.ee~iner . ..-. _. ~ ~ . . ~ . . . ~ ~  .= .~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ .  ~ . .  
jr*,,(t,,j,p) where p is a slope parameter for the residual 
timer, be discussed in 
section 111. ~~~~i~~~~ also bow since it is broadcasted 

In order to provide scalable feedbacks, a receiver is 
elected as a deder receiuer which is the receiver that for- 
merly had the highest-priority feedback. The dealer re- p n ~ , ~ , ,  mps91~p 

is a design parameter and 

. ___-  ___“_la__ 
ceiver may also have the highest-priority feedback in later 
time if the channel condition is slowly varying such as satel- 
lite channel. 

The satellite broadcasts POLL1 message (to explore 

Fig. 1. Once the POLL1 is received, the dealer receiver re- 
sponds immediately to the satellite with its own feedback 

~~~~~k 2: R~~ the above three levels of suppressions, 
a timer for receiver i in group j is scheduled as 

dealer’s feedback priority) to all receivers as shown in 

priority G?. Then, the SateUite broadcasts mes- the satellite receives feedb&(s) from any receiver(s) after 
sage with the dealer’s priority d u e  ldlr (saying *is there transmitting  POLL^, the receiver with the earliest feedback 
any other priority higher than ‘dfr?”) to all receivers. Re- will he elected as a new deder receiver (receiver a in group 
ceivers with the fedhark priority not exceeding lar SUP- i, in ~ i ~ .  1). Then the satellite broadcasts POLL, (saying 
press their feedback according to the suppression policy with the 
mentioned earlier. next dealer’s priority value to all receivers to avoid further 

feedbacks. Once received POLLS, those receivers with an B. Inter-Gmup Feedback Suppression by T 
active timer suppress (or cancel) their timer. 

The receivers with priority greater than lar want to 
transmit their feedback. To further suppress their feed- 

Timerij = { ( m - j ) T + T . , j ,  m, j > l d l -  3 5 ldlr (1) 

when the receiver receives as shown in Fig, ~f 

not send me the corresponding 

111. PARAMETER CHOICE FOR THE PFS ALGORITHM 
back, the PFS algorithm exploits feedback scheduling 
(timer-based approach), i.e., receivers with different pri- 
orities send their feedback in different time frames. If the 
time frames are sufficiently separated, we can effectively 
reduce the number of feedback messages since receivers in 
later time frame will be more likely to suppress their feed- 
back due to other receivers’ feedback in the earlier time 
frame. 

We define a group by the set of receivers with the same 
redundancy hlocks. A group with j redundancy hlocks is 
called as group j. 

Receivers in group j must wait at least for (m - j)T 
and need to send their feedback within a time frame [(m - 
j ) T ,  (m - j + l)T) where m is the highest priority value 
defined in set 7; and T is the time frame size which is 
a design parameter and will be discussed in Section 111. 
Receivers know T and m since the satellite broadcasts them 
ria POLLz message. 

Remark 1: In the poker game, the player with hand 
closer to stmight pwh has more chance to win the round. 

So far, we have deferred to explain how ta choose pa- 
rameters p and T introduced in Section I1 which will be 
described in this section. 

An important metric for the PFS algorithm is the num- 
ber of feedback messages. Since receivers with feedback 
priority not exceeding Idl, suppress their feedback, the to- 
tal expected number of feedback message E[FI per poll 
round is given by 

E[F] = ( 5 Elr,]] + 1 
1=16,.+1 

where ldr is the feedback priority at the dealer receiver; 
m is the maximum feedback priority; and 1 in the above 
equation represents the dealer’s feedback. 

Let U,,, denote a receiver i in group 1, and Rj the 
number of receivers in group j .  The expected number of 
feedbacks &om group j per poll round, E[Fj], is obtained 
by 
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Ri 

El41 = P ( R X i , j  sends a FE) (3) 
i=, 

where FB represents a feedback. 
Consider two receivers RX,,j and R X ~ J .  Fig:. 2 illus- 

trates the condition that &?&,I does not suppress the feed- 
back of RXi,j. Let Di,j and D*,/ denote the one-way trans- 
mission delays from satellite to RX;,j and R X ~ J ,  respec- 
tively. We assume here that the transmission delay from 
a satellite to a receiver is identical to the transmission de- 
lay in opposite direction. Also, let T;j and T ~ , I  denote the 
residual (tie-break) timers for RX4,j and RXk,I, respec- 
tively, where 0 _< T;,j 5 T and 0 _< TL,I 5 T .  

Suppose that a satellite sends out POLLz at t = to as 
shown in Fig. 2.  At t = t o  + D ~ J ,  RXIJ receiver, the poll, 
and at t = to +D,,,, RX;,, receives the poll. After receiving 
the poll, R X ~ J  schedules its timer value as Tlimerr,l = 
(m-l)T+Tk,~ while R X q  sets its timer as Timeri,j = (m- 
j)T +Ti,,. Suppose that RXlt,l's timer expires a t  t = to + 
& , a  +Timert,l, and the satellite receives RXk,l'ij feedback 
at t = t o  + Timerk,! + 2 D k ~ .  Since the satellite broadcasts 
R X ~ J ' s  feedback to all receivers, RXi,j will receive R X ~ J ' s  
feedback at t = to + Timerk,I + Z D ~ J  + D ; j .  RX;,j will 
suppress its feedback if R X ~ J ' s  feedback from the satellite 
arrives at  RX;j  before RX;,,'s timer expiration (to+Di -+ 
Timer;,j). If RXi,j sends out its feedback before receiving 
RXk,r's feedback, then RXIJ cannot suppress the RX;,j's 
feedback Therefore, the condition that R X ~ J  does not 
suppress the feedback of R X i j  is 

*? 

where F ~ , , ~ ( d l t , l )  is the cumulative distribution function of 
one-way transmission delay D*,r. 

A. Estimation of Delay Distribution Fob, ,  (dk,r) 
Since the delay distribution F ~ ~ , , ( d h , , )  is not available 

at the satellite in general, a scheme to estimate the de- 
lay distribution is required. The satellite measures RTTr,l 
which is equal to T,+,r+ZDr,r + ( m  -2)T as shown in Fig. 2. 
Since the satellite knows parameters m and T, and R X ~ J  
informs T ~ J  and I to the satellite, the satellite is able to 
compute D ~ J  as 

(8) 
R n k J  - (m - 1)" - Tk.1 

2 Dk.1 

The satellite collects every s w p l e  for D ~ J  and estimates 
the distribution FDk,#(dk,l). Let nd.,t denote the number 
of Dk,,'s that do not exceed dk,*, and n denote the number 
of samples. Then, we obtain the empirical estimate of the 
distribution as 

Tk.1 + 2 D k . z  + ( j  - I)T > T;,j. 
(4) with confidence coefficient 7 where z(7+1)/2 is the standard 

normal percentile. 

E .  Estimation of  Rj 's 
At the satellite, the number of receivers Rj in group j 

is not available for 1 5 j 5 m. Therefore, estimation 
technique for Rj's is needed. From (2), (31, (6), and (7), we 

If we choose the exponentially-distributed residual (tie- 
break) timer of which the probability density is given by 

peP*i.i 
f T < , j ( t i . j )  = t 4 t i . j )  - U(t , . j  - TI1 ( 5 )  
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(a) 
Fig. 3. (a) P(RX;,j sends a FE) ( p  = 0.3 and R, = lo3) and 

conclude that the expected number of feedback messages is 
a function of B, T, p,  and F ~ , , , ( d h , t ) ,  where & is a vector 
of the number of receivers in each group given by & = 

,RI.,.+# where the number of receivers in 
groups less than or equal to is not considered since 
those receivers suppress their feedback. 

If e denote a vector of the number of received feedback 
messages from each group, we can express E as 

E = f (B.T,r,Fo.. , (di ,r))  (11) 

where E = [F,,,,F,-l,. . . ,fid,,+$, and f(.) denotes the 
function of the expected number of feedbacks with given 

Then, estimate & of & for given parameters T = r0, 
p = pa, E = &, and F D , , , ( ~ ~ J )  = F D , , , ( ~ ~ J )  is obtained 
a s .  

parameters B, T, p, and FD,,,(dk,r). 

where To, p ~ ,  and 5 are all known d u e s  at the satellite. 

C. Choice of Pammeters p and T 
Now, from the above scheme, we can estimate the vector 

of the number of receivers in each group as B. The satellite 
then selects p and T which satisfy the following condition: 

* 1 8 8 10 12 I, l b  ,I 20 

(b) 
(b)  E[F]  vs. p ( R  = lo3 and R,,,-,, = 250 where n = 0,1,2,3). 

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In the numerical examples, we assume beta-distributed 
one-way transmission delay [ll] with mean D and mini- 
mum Dmin. 

In a typical GEO satellite, the one-way transmission de- 
lay varies from 239.6 to 279.0 msec [2]. Tberefore, we as- 
sume Dmi, and D as 239.6 msec and 259.3 msec, respec- 
tively; consequently, D,, = 2D - D,i, = 279 msec. 

According to numerical analysis based on the analyti- 
cal model in (2), (3), (6), and (7), we derive suppression 
performance. In Fig. 3 (a), we show the P(RX;,j sends 
a FB) versus T with different parameters j where there 
are lo3 receivers in group m. Overall, we observe that 
P(PX;,j  sends a FB) decreases with increasing parameter 
T. When T 2 ZD, the receivers in group j < m do not 
send their feedback since those receivers will receive feed- 
backs from group m before their timer expiration. Only 
receivers in group m have a possibility to send their feed- 
back at  T > ZD. In Fig. 3 (a), for fixed T ,  P(PX,,j sends 
a FB) decreases as j decreases since we have a suppression 
policy that the lower-priority feedback is suppressed by the 
higher-priority feedbacks. 

Fig. 3 (b) depicts the expected number of feedback mes- 
sages versus with various parameters T where R = lo3. 
We observe that E[F] increass with increasing p .  If p 5 1, 
the slope is rather flat. Apparently, we see the expected 
number of feedbacks decreases with increasing parameter 
T which can be also observed in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 (a) illus- 
trates the number of feedback messages versus T with vat- 
ious number of receivers R where u = 0.3 and the iden- 
tical number of receivers is assumed for each group, i.e., 

f("T2p' FDV ( d ~ , i ) ) l ~ = ~ , F ~ , , , ( ~ , , , ) = ~ ~ , , , ( ~ ~ , , ~  < P  (13) I&,, = R/4,Vn = 0,1,2,3.  We observe that at T = 5 
sec, we achieve almost the same suppression performance 
independent of R (R = lo2, lo4, and 10'). 

In Fig. 4 (b), we show the expected number of feedback 
messages versus the number of receivers with parameter 

where ~6 is the target (or desired) number of feedback mes- 
sages. 
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(a) (h) 
Fig. 4. Expected number of FB, E[F]  ( p  = 0.3 and &-n = R/4, Vn = 0,1,2,3): (a) E[F]  YS. T; (b) E[F]  vs. R 

p = 0.3 and different parameters T .  First, we observe that 
approximately constant suppression is achieved for a wide 
range of the number of receivers (R > 100) with 3" = 200. 
Also, very small number of feedbacks can he obtained with 
different parameters T ,  e.g., with T = lOD, E[F] < 10 for 
R = lo4, and even with T = 5D, El4 < 25 for II = lo3. 

In order to verify our analytical suppression model in 
Section 111, we compare the analytical model with simula- 
tion results. In Fig. 5, we show the expected number of 
feedback messages versus the number of receiver,j. We as- 
sume here that p = 0.3, m = 10, and the identical number 
of receivers, i.e., Rm-" = R/B,Vn = 0,1,2,3. Rcnn Fig. 5, 
we observe that our analytical model closely matches to 
the simulation results. 

jjc 
i 
i" 
G 

Fig. 5. E [ F ]  YS. R ( p  = 0.3 and &-" = R/4, Vn = 0,1,2,3) 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

To avoid feedback implosion problem, a novel scheme 
called poker-game-based feedback suppression (PFS) a lge  
rithm is proposed. An analytical model is provid.ed for the 

The PFS algorithm has an advantage to support any types 
of satellite and receivers. 
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